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Abstract

Recent studies have highlighted the importance of Africa’s history of slave exporting

to its current economic development. In this paper I show that differences in investment

in education may be one of the channels through which that history has affected current

development. I combine data on literacy rates of administrative districts from the

colonial censuses of Nigeria and Ghana from the 1950’s with data on slave exports

of different ethnic groups. I find a negative and significant relationship between slave

export intensity before the colonial era and literacy rates during the colonial era. I also

use contemporary data on literacy rates from the 2010 Nigerian Literacy Survey and

find that this negative relationship is still present and significant. Thus, I show that

the slave trades affected development through channels other than inter-ethnic group

conflict or formal nation-state level institutions.
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1 Introduction

In economic development, Africa has lagged behind the rest of the world for many

decades, certainly since the early 1960s, when most of today’s African states became in-

dependent of European colonial powers. Recent research suggests one reason for Africa’s

slow development is its unique experience of the intercontinental slave trade from the fif-

teenth century through the 1800s, prior to the era of European colonization.

Nunn (2008) examines the relation between GDP per capita of modern African states

and the slave trade experience of the ethnic groups now living in the state. He finds that

an African country has lower GDP per capita today if the ethnic groups within the country

suffered higher slave export intensity - that is, number of slaves exported relative to popu-

lation - in the precolonial era. He speculates that this is because the production of slaves,

which occurred through domestic warfare, raiding and kidnapping, impeded the formation

of broader ethnic groups. This may have led to ethnic fractionalization and the weakening

and underdevelopment of political structures which hindered the development of postcolo-

nial states. Whatley and Gillezeau (2011) show that, within Africa, areas where demand for

slaves was highest are indeed characterized by higher ethnic fractionalization today. East-

erly and Levine (1997) show that across countries outside as well as inside Africa, higher

ethnic fractionalization is associated with ”low schooling, underdeveloped financial systems,

distorted foreign exchange markets, and insufficient infrastructure,”(1997, p. 1241) which

are in turn associated with low output per worker, at the national level. Easterly and Levine

argue this supports ”theories that interest group polarization leads to rent-seeking behav-

ior and reduces the consensus for public goods, creating long-run growth tragedies”(1997,

p. 1241), and can account for much of Africa’s uniquely poor development. Nunn and

Wantchekon (2011) show that Africans belonging to ethnic groups that suffered higher slave

export intensity express less trust in relatives, neighbors and local governments today, and

suggest this mistrust has damaged modern Africa’s political institutions. All of these stud-

ies rely on data from the current era of independent African states. All appear to suggest
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a channel from pre-colonial slave export intensity to modern-day poverty running mainly

through the effect of inter-ethnic group conflict on the quality of post-independence states.

In this paper I explore the possibility that the historical experience of the slave trade

has reduced per capita GDP in Africa today by retarding the development of human capital

through education, specifically the development of literacy. Many studies show that, within

Africa and outside Africa, literacy is positively associated with real GDP and other indica-

tors of economic development. Economic theory as well as empirical evidence suggest the

relation is at least partly causal, as literacy is an element of human capital. Across coun-

tries, differences in average levels of education account for a substantial portion of variations

in GDP per worker (Lucas, 1988; Mankiw, Romer and Weil, 1992; Hall and Jones, 1999).

Across African countries today, literacy rates are negatively correlated with exposure to the

slave trade. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of African countries’ adult literacy rates in 2009

with national-level measures of slave intensity from Nunn(2008). A negative correlation is

clearly visible. Indeed including literacy rates as an explanatory variable in Nunn’s baseline

regressions reduces the magnitude and significance of the effect of the slave trade as shown

in column (3) of Table 1. Column (1) replicates results from Nunn(2008) and column (2)

restricts the sample to countries with available literacy rate data in 2009. The results suggest

that it is plausible that the effects of the slave trades is in some way connected to the devel-

opment of literacy. Of course, the correlations indicated by Figure 1 and Table 1 do not show

the direction of causality. If the slave trade damaged Africa’s economic development through

any channel, one would expect to see the negative correlation in Figure 1; poor countries

cannot provide good schooling. Even if the relationship in Figure 1 is causal, it would not be

surprising given the common argument that the slave trade damaged African development

through the quality of post-independent states. Dysfunctional states also cannot provide

good schooling.

My evidence, however, is from the era of European colonization of Africa, after the end

of the slave trades but prior to the independence of modern African states. I rely on data
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from censuses carried out by the British government from the 1920s through the 1950s in

the colonies that have become the modern states of Nigeria and Ghana. These colonies

contained many different ethnic groups, which had widely differing degrees of exposure to

the pre-colonial slave trade. I find that ethnic groups with higher slave trade intensity had

lower literacy rates during the colonial era. Using data from recent years, I find that the

relation between slave trade intensity and ethnic groups’ literacy persists in contemporary

Nigeria. The relationship holds controlling for many confounding factors such as the presence

of missionaries, religion, disease environment, the nature of the ethnic groups’ socio political

institutions in the precolonial era, and indicators of groups’ economic development in the

colonial era. The relation is not related to inter-group conflict in any obvious way, as it holds

across small geographic areas that were each dominated by a single ethnic group.

My evidence suggests that the relation between slave-trade history and literacy in Africa

today is indeed at least partly causal. Perhaps more importantly, it shows that the slave

trades affected current economic development through channels distinct from inter-ethnic

group conflict or the quality of formal state institutions. Within British colonial Nigeria and

Ghana, the quality of formal state-level institutions was the same for all ethnic groups. The

relation between precolonial slave intensity and colonial literacy must reflect something more

basic, operating at the level of families or the informal institutions of villages and towns.

I speculate that the relation can be explained by a hypothesis that experience of the slave

trade undermined the development of social capital within ethnic groups. Social capital

defined by Putman(1993, pg. 167) as ”the features of social organization, such as trust,

norms and networks, that can improve the efficiency of society.” Coleman (1988), Knack

and Keefer (1997), and Nahapiet and Ghoshal(1998) show that higher levels of social capital

are associated with higher levels of human capital. I find that the data is consistent with

this hypothesis.
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2 Historical Background

A growing number of studies have tried to examine the effects of precolonial events on

contemporary African development. The precolonial era refers to the period preceding the

colonization of Africa. Although parts of north Africa had been colonized intermittently and

there were some European settlements in some coastal towns, occupation only really gained

momentum in the early 19th century. A major event during the precolonial era was the

slave trades. During the trans Atlantic slave trades, between 1500 and 1900, an estimated

10 millions slaves were exported from Western and Central Africa. To put this in perspective

the estimated population in this region in 1700 was about 28 million people (McEvedy 1978).

According to Whatley and Gillezeau(2011) about 9.3 percent of the population of Africa

was exported during the trans-Atlantic slave trade and that does not include slaves who

died either during capture, the long trek to the coast or the journey across the Atlantic.

Manning(1990) adds that by 1850 Africa’s population was only half of what it would have

been had the slave trades not taken place. It is likely that the production of slaves in such

magnitude for such a long period of time would have had an impact on the structure of

precolonial societies. Buxton(1839) argued that the slave trade suppressed all other trade

and created an endless cycle of insecurity. Patterson(1982) described the production of

slaves as the production of ”social death” mostly because of the manner in which slaves

were captured, usually by regional wars, kidnappings and a general degeneration of the

legal systems. Excessively crude punishments were meted out for crimes with the aim of

selling victims into slavery. Rodney (1972) argues that slave trading fundamentally altered

African economies by discouraging state building and encouraging slave raiding, encouraging

the capture of slaves for sale and discouraging the capture of land and the cultivation of a

citizenry for the purposes of taxation. An example is given by Bowen(1968) who identified

sites of eighteen desolate towns within a distance of sixty miles between Badagry, a slave

port in modern day Nigeria, and Abeokuta, a major Yoruba town further inland. He related

their condition to the slave trades. He adds that Yoruba politics and regional warfare were
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fueled by the internal political splits between factions in favor of continuation of the slave

trade and factions against the enslavement of the Yoruba. It is likely that the activities

involved in the production of slaves for 400 years would have affected the structure of the

societies involved. A change in the structure of society should have long lasting impacts on

the development of these societies even after the slave trades have ended.

A number of papers have tried to examine some effects of the slave trades on African

development. Nunn (2008) examines the relationship between slave exports aggregated up to

the modern country level and per capita GDP in 2000. He uses shipping data and ethnicity

records to calculate the number of slaves exported by each ethnic group. Since ethnic groups

are mostly much smaller than countries, he sums up the number of slaves exported by ethnic

groups in each country to get a country-level measure of slave exports. The country level

measures of slave exports are then normalized by the country size, measured by its land area.

Alternatively he normalizes slave exports by the average population of the country between

1400 and 1900. Both methods yield measures of slave export intensity for each African

country. Finally, he uses the distance of each African country to the locations where slaves

were demanded as instruments to properly identify the causal effect of slave export intensity.

He finds a negative relationship between the number of slaves exported by each modern day

country during the precolonial era and GDP per capita in 2000. This implies that there

were long term consequences of slave exporting. Although the channels through which the

impacts of slave exporting persist are not clear he speculates that one of the channels could

be through state collapse and ethnic fractionalization.

Whatley and Gillezeau(2011) examine this possibility and find a positive correlation be-

tween slave exports and ethnic heterogeneity. They argue that this could be one of the

channels through which slave exports affects current development. They suggest that the

slave trade likely constrained the geographic scope of political authority and heightened

the incentive to distinguish between members of ethnic groups. This may have prevented

neighboring groups from assimilating to create larger groups. It may also have led to the
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disintegration of larger groups into smaller more identifiable units. Higher ethnic hetero-

geneity has been linked to lower levels of development not just in Africa but in other regions

as well(Easterly and Levine, 1997). Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) investigate an alternative

channel through which slave exports could affect development. They show that individuals

whose ancestors were heavily raided during the slave trade exhibit less trust in neighbors,

relatives, and their local government today. They suggest that the relative insecurity as-

sociated with slave exporting generated beliefs and ”rules of thumb” based on mistrust.

They argue that these beliefs have been transmitted from parents to children over time.

They also suggest that the slave trade may have led to a deterioration of legal and polit-

ical institutions. The persistence of inferior institutions has encouraged individuals to act

in a non-trustworthy manner. Trust has been linked to economic development (Knack and

Keefer, 1997, Fafchamps, 2006,Tabellini, 2007, Algan and Cahuc, 2010) highlighting the

possibility of trust being one channel through which Africa’s history of slavery may have

affected its development.

These papers all find relationships between precolonial events and contemporary develop-

ment outcomes across countries. One downside to this general approach is that it is difficult

to distinguish between effects that work through modern national structures and effects that

work through more basic local structures. During the precolonial era, the period during

which the slave trades took place, countries as they exist today did not exist. Africa con-

sisted of independent societies centered around different ethnic groups. Each ethnic group

had its own system of organization, culture and social norms. The Edo in southern Nigeria

for example had a highly centralized state with the entire ethnic group under one central

authority. The Igbo on the other hand, who were located right next to the Edo in southern

Nigeria, were mostly decentralized. There was no central authority and each community

governed itself. Ethnic groups exhibited different levels of sophistication on everything from

the level of political organization to the type of gods worshiped. The slave trade occurred

during an era when these ethnic based structures were predominant, and modern national
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institutions did not exist. It is therefore likely that the long term effects of the slave trade

work through channels associated with ethnic groups.

Various studies based on the work of Murdock(1959) show the importance of these pre-

colonial differences across ethnic groups. Murdock(1959) used extensive field work and nu-

merous sources to document characteristics of various ethnic groups across Africa. He also

created an ethnolinguistic map that reports the spatial distribution of ethnic groups across

Africa. Specific care was taken by Murdock to describe the characteristics and locations of

these ethnic groups before European colonization. Figure 2 shows the boundaries of areas

occupied by ethnic groups from Murdock’s map for the West African region with bold lines

representing modern boundaries of Nigeria and Ghana. Both countries contain multiple eth-

nic groups within their boundaries. Murdock also provides classifications of different aspects

of the various ethnic groups; for example, he categorizes groups according to jurisdictional

hierarchy which gives the number of jurisdictional levels transcending the local community

for each ethnic group. Gennaioli and Rainer(2007) use this to construct a country level

index of precolonial centralization which they argue is a measure of stronger precolonial po-

litical institutions. They find a positive correlation between this measure and the provision

of public goods such as education, health and infrastructure during the post colonial era.

Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) also use this measure of jurisdictional hierarchy as

well as Murdock’s measure of class stratification across ethnic groups to show a positive

correlation between these precolonial ethnic level institutional variables and current regional

development. These papers help to show the importance of the structure of ethnic groups be-

fore the colonial era for modern development. Another interesting finding by Michalopoulos

and Papaioannou (2013) is that variation in regional development across precolonial bound-

aries seems to be more pronounced than across modern country boundaries for ethnic groups

split by different colonial powers during the colonial era. They find no significant difference

in economic activity between different sections of ethnic groups split by different colonial

powers and therefore ending up in different modern day countries, but find significant differ-
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ences in economic activity across ethnic groups within the same modern day countries. This

appears to show the importance of precolonial institutions and suggests that these ethnicity

based institutions might be at least as important for development as modern country level

institutions.

To summarize, the importance of these precolonial ethnic structures is clear. The long

term causal effect of the slave trade on output per person in modern day African countries

has also been documented. The channels through which the slave trade matters are however

still unclear. Output per person, for example, is in theory proximately determined by inputs

such as capital per person, human capital per person, and technology, and the efficiency of

allocation of these inputs. It is not clear in the literature how the slave trade would affect

these inputs.

2.1 Literacy in the Colonies

In this section I discuss Africa and the development of literacy during the colonial era.

This era refers to the period after the slave trades and the occupation of Africa up until inde-

pendence of modern African states. In the context of this paper, this era lies between the slave

trades and other variables measuring the precolonial structure of ethnic groups, and modern

outcomes as observed by Nunn(2008), Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) and Michalopoulos and

Papaioannou (2013).

Various studies have documented the impact of colonial era events on different mea-

sures of development today. Bolt and Bezemer(2009), for example, show the importance of

colonial era education and human capital as a key variable in explaining long term growth

within Africa. Easterly and Levin (2012) also stress the central role of human capital during

the colonial period on development today. Bertocchi and Canova(2002) outline the impor-

tance of colonial heritage and degree of economic penetration for post colonial economic

development. They show that the identity of the colonizer as well as the degree of political

freedom given to colonies influence their development after colonization. They show that
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countries colonized by Great Britain, for example, show significantly higher levels of growth

compared to countries colonized by France. They also show that the level of independence

of the colonies during colonization affects growth afterward. One feature of British colonial

administration was indirect rule. Indirect rule was a system of government developed in

certain British colonies, particularly in Africa and Asia. With this style of governance the

day to day administration was left to traditional local authority. British officials would then

act as advisers to local authority with the power to veto decisions. However despite the

relaxed attitude to ruling the colonies, the British collected a relatively large amount of data

during the colonial era. Censuses had been held in Great Britain every ten years since 1801.

Censuses were also held in the colonies every 10 years with some exceptions. Censuses in

Nigeria and Ghana, for example, were first held in 1901 and then about every ten years until

independence in the 1960s.

This paper is primarily focused on Nigeria and Ghana, formerly call the Gold Coast.

Both countries were former colonies of Britain with very similar colonial heritage. They

both had a very small number of European settlers, mostly administrators and missionaries.

This is significantly different from some other British colonies in Africa, such as Zimbabwe

and South Africa, who had a relatively large number of European settlers. As a result there

was virtually no displacement of the native population from their land as in British colonies

with large European settlements. The administration of colonial Nigeria and the Gold Coast

was also very similar. Administration was handled by governors and lieutenant governors

with colonies split into provinces administered by a resident administrator. Provinces were

then split up into districts under the charge of district and assistant district officers. Figure

3 shows administrative districts in Nigeria and Ghana. Merging the maps of colonial admin-

istrative boundaries with historical ethnic boundaries from Murdock(1959) seems to suggest

that there was some effort to model the colonial administrative districts along precolonial

ethnic boundaries as shown in Figure 4. As a result a lot of the administrative districts were

dominated by single ethnic groups. The Gold Coast and Nigerian colonies were run by a
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system of indirect rule where although there was a governor or an appointed administrator,

most decisions concerning the administrative districts were made by local chiefs and native

authority. Different ethnic groups were allowed to continue with customary practices except

in cases where they directly contravened British laws. According to Crowder (1964, pg. 199),

”a policy of minimal interference with the chiefs and their traditional forms of government

was pursued” with minimal undermining of traditional sources of authority. The ”relation-

ship between the British political officer and the chief and the native authority under him

was in general that of an adviser who only in extreme circumstances interfered with the chief

and native authority under him”(pg. 199). According to Thompson (1927), the system was

extended to other provinces across Nigeria and the Gold Coast. An implication of this is

that the institutional differences between ethnic groups from the precolonial era should have

persisted into the colonial era and should still have had some impact on decision making

both at the ethnic group and individual level.

Nigeria and the Gold Coast were also at the center of the precolonial slave trade. Ac-

cording to Data from Nunn(2008), Nigeria and the Gold Coast were two of the top three

exporters of slaves from Africa. Combined they made up over 35% of slave exports out of

Africa during the period. 151 of a total of 834 ethnic groups in Africa, according to Mur-

dock’s map, are also located either in Nigeria or the Gold Coast. Both countries contain

multiple ethnic groups with different levels of exposure to the slave trades. Figure 5 displays

the total number of slaves exported by ethnic groups within both countries. Ethnic groups

with the lightest shade of gray had total slave exports between 0 and 100, while ethnic groups

represented by the darkest shade of gray had total slave exports above 100000. The shades

in between show ethnic groups with total slave exports above the least exporting groups

but below the groups with the largest exports. Figure 5 shows that within Nigeria and the

Gold Coast there are multiple ethnic groups with different levels of participation in the slave

trade.

The combination of administrative structures in colonial Nigeria and the Gold Coast
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and the variation in ethnic groups’ slave history within these two countries provide the

opportunity to examine some effects of the slave trades. I compile data on literacy rates of

administrative districts for Nigeria and the Gold Coast colonies and slave export intensity

for the ethnic group in each district. Focusing on Nigeria and the Gold Coast allows me

to examine this relationship controlling for the quality of formal country-level institutions.

Both countries had very similar colonial experiences. Both experienced similar styles of

indirect administration. They also both had coastal areas with historic slave ports and

both recorded a relatively high level of slave exports from within their territories although

with variation across ethnic groups. Focusing on Nigeria and the Gold Coast also provides

the opportunity to isolate possible influences that could arise from complications caused by

policies in colonies with large European settlements. This does not imply that my results

would be different for these colonies but it does provide an opportunity for finer results.

One factor which had a far reaching influence on education in colonial Nigeria and the

Gold Coast was religion. Education in the colonies was originally carried out mostly by

religious institutions with Christian schools dominating in the southern regions and Islamic

schools dominating in the north. The southern parts of Nigeria and Ghana had been exposed

to missionary activity before the advent of colonization (Patterson 1955). Christianity was

primarily spread through missionaries from Europe with their influence spreading from the

coast northward. These missions were mostly responsible for the early spread of western

education. Harward (1916) writes that education was commenced originally by the mis-

sionary societies, and left at first entirely in their hands without any interference from the

government. On the other hand, much of the northern parts of West Africa had been influ-

enced by Islam from across the Sahara desert since the 8th century. Islamic scholar Usman

dan Fodio launched a jihad against the Hausa kingdoms of Northern Nigeria in the early

1800’s entrenching Islam in most parts of the Hausa kingdoms. The Hausa are the largest

ethnic group in Northern Nigeria. As a result Islamic education is a lot more widespread in

the northern regions of Nigeria and Ghana as opposed to Christian based education which
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spread northward from the coastal regions. Attendance in these religious schools was not

mandatory with the primary purpose of spreading Christianity for the Christian schools and

teaching Islamic values in the case of the Islamic schools. The Christian schools taught

pupils how to read and write in English while the Islamic schools taught pupils in Arabic.

The 1921 census of Northern and Southern Nigeria reports a total of 30,375 Islamic

schools, 2286 Christian schools, of which 140 were assisted by the government, and 81 gov-

ernment schools in Nigeria. In the Gold Coast there were 214 assisted schools and 20

government schools during the same period. The number of non-assisted Christian and Is-

lamic schools in the Gold Coast are not available but the dominance of Christian and Islamic

schools over government schools was also present.(Meek 1925, Talbot 1925, GPD 1924). As

a result of these differences the census reports distinguish between literacy in English and

literacy in Arabic. I examine the effects of the slave trade taking these differences into

account. I also account for the impact of missionaries on literacy in the colonies.

The policy of the British colonial administrators on education in West Africa was gener-

ally one of financial assistance as opposed to direct establishment of schools. All six British

education ordinances from 1886 until after the censuses in 1952 were aimed at providing fi-

nancial assistance to schools with grants given to different schools based on subjects, school

attendance, and facilities (Fabunmi 2005). School attendance was optional. Parents decided

whether or not to send their children to these schools (or to attend schools themselves). At-

tendance in schools was not always free with fees charged for attending some schools. Figure

6 shows that there was variation in literacy rates across colonial administrative districts.

The lightest shade of gray shows ethnic groups with literacy rates between 0 and 0.2% while

the darkest shade shows ethnic groups with literacy rates greater than 12%.

Correlations between slave export intensity and variables related to economic develop-

ment, such as GDP per capita or literacy, may not necessarily indicate a causal relation. An

alternative explanation could be that there is some unobserved factor which caused some

ethnic groups to both suffer a higher slave export intensity and be less literate. Such a sce-
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nario would produce an apparent negative relationship between slave export intensity and

literacy even though slave export intensity may have no direct impact on literacy.

Similar problems are faced by Nunn(2008), Nunn and Wantchekon(2011) and Whatley

and Gillezeau(2011) who all also examine some long term consequences of the slave trades. In

tackling this problem, Nunn(2008) and Whatley and Gillezeau(2011) use the sailing distance

from each country to the location where slaves were demanded as instruments to establish

causality of slave export intensity. They argue that the location of the demand for slaves

influenced the location of the supply of slaves but the location of the supply of slaves did not

influence the location of the demand for slaves. These instruments work in their cases largely

because their samples involve ethnic groups from all of Africa. This implies that there is a

lot of variation in the distances between the locations of demand and the location of supply

for different countries or ethnic groups in their samples. The validity of these instruments

however do not hold in my sample. I focus only on Nigeria and Ghana, two countries in

close proximity to each other. There is therefore not enough variation in distances between

ethnic groups relative to distances to the location of demand for slaves. The distance of

ethnic groups to the coast also cannot serve as a valid instrument. Although it is correlated

with slave export intensity, it is also correlated with many other determinants of economic

development.

However, the purpose of this paper is not to establish that the precolonial slave trade had

a causal effect on subsequent development. Nunn(2008) and Whatley and Gillezeau(2011)

already establish that link. They also provide no evidence that the relation between slave

intensity and subsequent development is in any way due to unobserved third factors. In fact

both papers show that the magnitude of the effect of slave export intensity is almost twice

as large when using instruments to establish causality. This implies that OLS results tend

to underestimate the effect of slave export intensity.

My goal is to investigate the channels of this causal relationship. Thus, I am looking

for a correlation between slave intensity and a variable that could, plausibly, have a direct
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effect on current GDP per capita, in a relatively well understood way. Literacy, human

capital, is such a variable. The only potential problem is if some variation in slave export

intensity is due to a factor which has a separate causal effect on literacy in the colonial era

and economic development today. A separate effect not through slave export intensity. An

obvious candidate for this is the precolonial political and social structures of ethnic groups. I

control for this and find that the effect of slave export intensity remains. More importantly,

controlling for the precolonial variables actually tends to increase the magnitude of the

coefficient on slave export intensity.

3 Data

3.1 Colonial Literacy Rates

The colonial era literacy rates are taken from the Gold Coast census in 1948, the cen-

sus of Western Nigeria in 1952, the census of Northern Nigeria in 1952 and the census of

Eastern Nigeria in 1953. The UNESCO currently defines literacy as ”the ability to iden-

tify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and compute, using printed and written

materials associated with varying contexts”. My first measure of literacy is close to such

a definition. The census reports the number of people in each administrative district who

can at least read and write with understanding in English 1. I combine these numbers with

the population of the administrative districts to create my first measure of literacy rates,

here on called standard literacy rates. This measure represents a measure of literacy which

is closer to current definitions of literacy as defined by UNESCO. The census also reports

other measures of literacy. It reports the number of people who had some schooling and

could at least read in English 2. It also reports the number of people who could read in

Arabic. Literacy in Arabic was reported to account for a preference in the northern regions

1This is reported as the number of people with a British standard VI level of education or higher
2This is reported as the number of people with a British standard III level of education or higher
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for Islamic schools which taught in Arabic as opposed to Christian missionary schools which

taught in English. I combine these numbers with the population of the administrative dis-

tricts to create a second measure of literacy rates, here on referred to as extended literacy

rates. This second measure of literacy is a looser measure of literacy which includes any level

of education in either English of Arabic. It accounts for any bias, especially in the northern

districts, against literacy in English. Districts with a supposed preference for Arabic edu-

cation. As an alternative I drop all the districts in the northern regions. Dropping these

districts does not change the results.

Although there were censuses for both colonies in 1921 and 1931, the censuses in 1948,

1952 and 1953 were the first to report literacy for each administrative district in both the

Gold Coast and Nigeria. 3 Literacy rates for 120 districts were reported in the Gold Coast

and Nigeria. The districts show variation in both measures of literacy rates with rates

ranging from 0.04 percent in Mamprusi district to 29.18 percent in Port Harcourt district for

the standard measure of literacy. The extended measure of literacy, which includes literacy

in Arabic, ranges from 0.12 percent in Mamprusi district to 33.22 percent in Port Harcourt

district. Summary statistics for both measures of literacy rates are reported in table 2.

3.2 Post Colonial Literacy Rates

The localized structure of education administration remained after independence. The

Gold Coast gained independence from Britain in 1957. Nigeria gained independence in 1960.

Both countries retained their colonial era administrative boundaries which formed the base

for the current administrative districts although they have been further broken down into

smaller units of states and local government areas. Figure 7 shows the boundaries of modern

local government areas in Nigeria. Education in post colonial Nigeria retained most of the

features of colonial era education policies. This decentralized education policy was kept in

3The censuses for Northern and Southern Nigeria in 1921 report literacy only for the 24 provinces and for
10 of the major ethnic groups. The census for the Gold Coast in 1931 reports literacy for 19 administrative
districts but the corresponding censuses for Northern and Southern Nigeria report literacy only for the 24
provinces and not for each administrative district.
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place with local authority still largely charged with the responsibility for promoting basic

education. There were five policy revisions between 1952 and 2004 with greater emphasis

placed on free primary education and the teaching of sciences. Throughout the period

education has remained optional with no legal requirement for anyone to attend school.

Post-colonial education in Ghana also took a similar path. As in post-colonial Nigeria the

bulk of responsibility was left at the hands of local authorities. The education acts in 1961,

1967, and 1987 all gave responsibility for expanding primary education to local education

authorities (Akyeampong 2010). However, towards the end of the colonial era there was a

bigger push towards government controlled education with the 1952 education ordinances

subjecting all schools in Nigeria, whether private or public, to inspection by local authorities.

A regional director or his representatives and an inspector general or his representatives were

usually appointed to inspect schools (Fabunmi 2005).

The post colonial measures of literacy rates are taken from the National Literacy Survey

of 2010 for Nigeria. The survey reports adult literacy rates defined as the ability to read

and write with understanding in English. I use this as my standard measure of literacy

since it is close to the UNESCO definition. The survey also reports a second classification of

literacy defined as the ability to read and write with understanding in any language. This

classification includes literacy in Arabic. I use this as my extended measure of literacy.

The survey reports adult literacy rates for all 774 administrative districts in Nigeria. The

modern administrative districts are similar to the colonial administrative districts but split

into smaller units. There is also a lot of variation across districts with a low of 4 percent

in Bindawa district and a high of 97.4 percent in Oyi district. The alternative measure of

literacy which includes literacy in any language also shows some variation with a low of 4.8

percent in Kaiama district and a high of 99.3 percent in Oyi district. Summary statistics for

both measures of literacy are reported in Table 2. I am currently searching for literacy rates

of administrative districts in Ghana from the same period and will include it if I find it.
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3.3 Slave Exports Data

Estimates of slave exports are taken from Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) who calculated

the number of slaves taken from each ethnic group during the trans Atlantic and Indian

ocean slave trades. Although there were two other slave trades, the trans-Saharan and

Red sea slave trades, the trans Atlantic and Indian ocean slave trades are the only two that

have ”ethnicity data detailed enough to construct reliable estimates”(Nunn and Wantchekon,

2011). Nunn(2008) shows that the impact of the slave trades on GDP per capita in 2000

was driven solely by the trans Atlantic slave trades hence the omission of the trans Saharan

and red sea slave trades should not change the implications for the importance of the slave

trades. The trans Atlantic slave trades was also the largest in terms of magnitude especially

with respect to countries in Western and Central Africa. This does not imply that the other

slave trades did not affect the ethnic groups involved but the effects from the trans Atlantic

slave trades should be a lot more influential. The total number of slaves exported by each

ethnic group were constructed by Nunn(2008). He combined data of the total number of

slaves shipped from all ports and regions of Africa with records of the slaves ethnic identities.

In order to get a proper measure of slave exports I use different measures to capture the

intensity of slave exports for each ethnic group. I use slave exports divided by the earliest

reported population of the ethnic group as reported from either the colonial censuses in 1921

or from Murdock’s Ethnographic atlas. I also use slave exports divided by the total land area

occupied by the ethnic group as defined by Murdock(1967). These two measures were used

by Nunn(2008) and Nunn and Wantchekon(2011) as measures of slave intensity. Finally I use

the total number of slave exports by ethnic group controlling for both the earliest reported

population of the ethnic group and the land area occupied by the ethnic group. I do this

to account for a possible bias from using the population of ethnic groups from the colonial

censuses since they were collected after the slaves were exported. The results are consistent

using all specifications.

One potential issue with using precolonial locations of ethnic groups is the possibility of
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migration of groups from one area to another or the merging of ethnic groups. Nunn and

Wantchekon (2011) use individual level data from the 2005 Afrobarometer survey in which

respondents report their ethnic group and location. He finds a strong correlation between the

current location of respondents and their historical ethnicity as identified by Murdock(1959).

This suggests that ethnic groups are still primarily located in the same areas they were before

European colonization.

The estimates of slave exports are reported by ethnicity. In order to calculate the slave

export intensity for each administrative district I combine maps of administrative districts

with Murdock’s (1967) map of ethnic boundaries. Using geographic information software

I reconstructed digital maps of administrative districts in the Gold Coast in 1948 from a

historical map by the Great Britain War Office Intelligence Division. I also reconstructed

digital maps of administrative districts in Northern, Western and Eastern Nigeria drawn

by the Federal Statistics Department in 1955. I combine these with a digitized map of

ethnic boundaries to match administrative districts to ethnic groups. Figure 5 shows the

combination of the two maps.

I did not use all the districts in the censuses. I use only administrative districts that fall

primarily within the domain of a single ethnic group and drop districts that have significant

areas occupied by more than one ethnic group. I do this partly because data on the distri-

bution of ethnic groups in each district is not available and to control for the effect of ethnic

fractionalization which could influence development outcomes such as education in each dis-

trict. I also drop Lagos from my sample. Lagos was the center of the colonial administration

in Nigeria and as a result attracted a large variety of ethnic groups from all over the colony as

well as sizable number of freed slaves from Sierra Leone. The native authority in Lagos was

also ejected as far back as 1851(Greary, 1927) with the area being annexed officially in 1861

before the occupation of other parts of the colony. As a result of this, decisions concerning

education and other public services were made directly by the colonial administration and

not by any native authority with the first government school built in 1909. I drop Lagos from
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my sample because I think it is fundamentally different from all the other administrative

districts both in terms of the lack of a native authority and the special attention received

from the colonial administration. However, including Lagos does not alter the results. After

dropping these districts I am left with 84 colonial era administrative districts matched to 38

distinct ethnic groups in Nigeria and the Gold Coast.

Using maps of modern administrative districts in Nigeria and Ghana from ”The Map

Library”4 I use the same technique to match modern administrative districts to ethnic groups.

This results in 380 administrative districts matched to 36 distinct ethnic groups. Figure 7

shows the combination of the modern administrative boundaries with ethnic boundaries

from Murdock(1967). Summary statistics for the different measures of slave exports by

ethnic groups are reported in Table 2.

4 Results

I begin by examining the relationship between slave export intensity and literacy rates

during the colonial era using both measures of literacy rates. Figure 9 shows a scatter

plot of the standard measure of literacy rates of administrative districts in the Gold Coast

and Nigeria against slave export intensity for each administrative district. The scatter plot

suggests a negative relationship between slave export intensity and standard literacy rates.

None of the districts which have a relatively higher level of slave exports have high literacy

rates and all the districts with relatively high literacy rates have low slave export intensity.

I run an OLS regression of the form :

Ld,e = αd + β0Xe + β1Dd + β3Ee + εd,e (1)

4available at http://www.maplibrary.org/
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where Ld,e is the literacy rate of a particular administrative district, d, and falls in an area

historically inhabited by ethnic group, e. Xe represents slave exports by ethnic group with

β0 the major coefficient I am interested in. Dd represents district level control variables

which may also influence literacy rates. Ee represents other ethnic level control variables

which may be important for literacy rates.

My measure of slave exports and other ethnic group level control variables do not vary

across administrative districts but across ethnic groups. This results in multiple adminis-

trative districts belonging to the same ethnic group. In essence some of the factors causing

literacy across districts to change operate within administrative districts but some of the

factors operate within ethnic groups and across districts. I therefore make a clustering

correction to the standard errors to account for this.

4.1 Colonial Literacy Rates

OLS estimates of the baseline equation are reported in Table 3. The first set of estimates

represented by columns (1) to (3) use the standard literacy rates. Column (1) reports

estimates using only slave export intensity as the right hand side variable. I find that slave

export intensity is negatively correlated with my standard literacy rates and this correlation

is significant at the one percent level.

Different studies have suggested other factors which could also affect literacy rates and

may be driving the apparent correlations in column (1). Meek(1926) in his report on the

1921 census of Northern Nigeria suggests the bulk of the population were dependent on

agriculture and manual labor and as a result were indifferent to education. Agriculture was

labor intensive and children were usually used as workers on family farms as well. Children

spending time in school meant less time spent working on the farms. Schapera(1940) notes

that in traditional Botswana schooling was conceived as a burden on the family because of

both the new expenditures associated with schooling and the loss of the child’s contribu-

tion to household production and income. To account for this I include the fraction of the
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administrative district that was reported in the census as employed in agriculture. Other

occupations reported in the census are crafts, trading, clerical and administrative occupa-

tions. None of these was particularly labor intensive compared to agriculture. A population

that was more agriculturally based may have had less incentive to allow children spend time

in school. Secondly, I control for the possibility that there may be a bias against females.

Alderman et al (1996) show that in 1990, girls tended to receive less schooling than boys,

particularly in rural areas and low-income countries. In order to control for this possible bias

I include the fraction of the administrative district that is female as reported in the census.

Finally there is also the possibility that the variation in literacy rates might be driven by

differences in exposure to Christianity in different districts. Meek (1926) and Talbot(1926)

document the impact of missionary activities on literacy in colonial Nigeria and the Gold

Coast. The missionaries used education as a tool to spread Christianity. Administrative

districts with more missionary activities might have had more opportunities to get educated

than districts without missionary activities. The variation in literacy rates could therefore

be due to variation in the spread of missionary activities. To control for the influence of

Christianity I include a dummy variable for the presence of a Christian mission in the ad-

ministrative district in 1924. Roome(1924) identifies the locations of Christian missionaries

in Africa at the time and also pinpoints their location on a map5. This allows me to iden-

tify which administrative districts had early missionary contact. Nunn (2010) shows that

exposure to these missions had long term impacts on descendants of those exposed. Column

(2) reports estimates including the three aforementioned control variables. The correlation

between slave export intensity and literacy rates remains negative and significant and of a

similar magnitude.

It is possible that influence of Christian missions on literacy is dependent not just on the

presence of a mission but on the number of missions in a particular district. Districts with

more missions could be more literate than district with fewer missions. To account for this I

5available at http://www.economics.harvard.edu/faculty/nunn/data nunn/.
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use the total number of missions in each district as an alternative measure of the influence of

Christian missions. Another alternative explanation for the influence of missions is that it is

not necessarily about the presence of a mission but the acceptance by the local population.

To account for this I use the fraction of the population in each province that was Christian as

reported in the censuses of 1931. The results using both alternative measures of the impact

of missions are reported in Table 4.

The correlation between slave export intensity and literacy rates remains negative and

significant and of similar magnitude. There is also the possibility that the correlation be-

tween slave export intensity and literacy rates is driven not by Christianity but by the prior

influence of Islam in the Northern districts. A casual look at figure 6 shows that districts in

the northern regions are less literate than districts in the southern regions, perhaps because

of the influence of Islam. To account for this I drop all districts in Northern Nigeria and

Ghana. Table 5 reports results after dropping the northern districts. Column (1) uses the

standard measure of literacy and column (2) uses the extended literacy rates. The corre-

lation between slave export intensity and literacy rates remain negative and significant in

both cases.

There is the possibility that the relationship between slave export intensity and literacy

is driven by differences in income across ethnic groups. Various studies have documented

the relationship between income and education. Higher incomes are usually associated with

higher levels of education and lower incomes with lower levels of education. It is therefore

useful to rule out the possibility that the observed relationship is driven by differences in

income across ethnic groups. In terms of precolonial income differences Nunn(2008) argues

that there was a preference by European slave traders for more developed parts of Africa.

He suggests that more advanced areas would have been more active during the slave trades

and hence should have exported more slaves. He shows that there is a positive correlation

between slave exports and population density in 1400. If indeed richer areas exported more

slaves we would expect that to bias the negative correlation between slave export intensity
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and literacy rates towards zero. However the negative correlation suggests that relative levels

of economic activity of the ethnic group do not explain the results. Although there is no

data available that directly measures income levels of ethnic groups during the precolonial

era Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2002) suggest that population density is a reasonable

indicator of relative economic prosperity. In column (3) of Table 3 I include the historic

population density of the ethnic group. I use this to try to capture the relative level of

economic activity across ethnic groups during the precolonial era. The same may also apply

for differences in economic activity across districts during the colonial era. Including the

population density of districts also does not change the results. This suggests that differences

in economic activity across ethnic groups during the precolonial era or administrative districts

during the colonial era do not explain the relationship between slave export history and

literacy rates. I also include the distance of the ethnic group from the coast in column

(3). The impact of missionaries in promoting education was apparent during the colonial

era. Since missionaries usually arrived through the coastal areas ethnic groups closer to the

coast might have been more accessible to missionaries. Districts closer to the coast might

have also been more accessible to other European influence. This accessibility may have

had an impact on education. I include the distance of the ethnic group from the coast

to account for this potential advantage that may have influenced literacy rates. Finally

I control for the possible impact of the disease environment of areas occupied by ethnic

groups. Sachs and Malaney (2002) and Gallup and Sachs(2001) bring to light the correlation

between disease environment and development and investment. They specifically highlight

the negative correlation between malaria and income. It is possible that areas more prone to

malaria may invest less in education perhaps through lower life expectancy resulting in less

incentive for investment or absenteeism from school. To control for this I include the malaria

ecology of the area occupied by the ethnic group. The data are from the Malaria Stability

Index constructed by Anthony Kiszewski et Al. (2004) as used by Nunn and Wantchekon

(2011). The relationship between slave exports and literacy rates remains negative and
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significant controlling for all three factors. All the significant control variables also appear

to be correlated with literacy rates in ways the studies would have predicted.

The standard measure of literacy rates may be biased against the northern districts

which showed a preference for Islamic education. To account for this possibility I examine

the relationship between slave exports and the extended measure of literacy rates which

includes literacy in Arabic. Columns (4), (5) and (6) of Table 3 mirror columns (1), (2) and

(3) in terms of the control variables used. In all cases the relationship between slave export

intensity and the extended literacy rate is negative and significant and of similar magnitude.

The estimates reported in Table 3 use slave exports divided by the earliest population

of the ethnic group however this results in a significant number of ethnic groups with slave

export intensity close to zero. To account for this skewness in the data I construct an alter-

native measure as in Nunn and Wantchekon(2011). This alternate measure uses the natural

log of slave export intensity defined as ln(1 + slaveexports/historicpopulation). The esti-

mates using this alternative measure are reported in column (1) of table 6. The relationship

is negative and significant. It is also possible that there is some spurious correlation be-

tween literacy rates and the measure of slave export intensity. Both variables are defined

as fractions of the total population. Although literacy rates uses the population of the

administrative district and slave export intensity uses the population of the ethnic group

there may be a positive correlation between the two population numbers. More populated

ethnic groups may imply more populated administrative districts. However this should im-

ply that the negative relationship observed may be an underestimate. The actual negative

relationship may be larger than observed.

Another issue is that the reported population used to calculate slave export intensity are

mostly from the 1921 census and not from when the slave exports actually took place. This

might therefore not properly measure slave export intensity for ethnic groups. I use slave

exports divided by the area of land occupied by each ethnic group from Murdock(1967) as

an alternative measure. I also use the natural log form to account for observations close
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to zero. Columns (2) and (3) of table 6 report the estimates using both measures. Finally

in column (4) I use the total number of slave exports in thousands controlling for both the

historic population of the ethnic group and the area of land occupied by the ethnic group.

The relationship between all different measures of slave export intensity and the standard

literacy rates are negative and significant. Table 7 mirrors table 6 but uses the extended

measure of literacy rates. The relationship remains negative and significant in all cases.

There is the possibility that the results may be driven by some other precolonial char-

acteristics of the ethnic groups. As noted previously, Gennaoili and Rainer(2007) find a

positive correlation between a higher level of precolonial slave era centralization and the

provision of public goods across countries during the post colonial era. Michalopoulos and

Papaioannou (2013) use the same measure of centralization as well as class stratification

within ethnic groups and find a positive correlation between these institutional variables

and regional development. The structure of the precolonial institutions of ethnic groups

could possibly influence literacy rates. To account for this I include the level of central-

ization and stratification as used by Gennaoili and Rainer(2007) and Michalopoulos and

Papaioannou (2013). Centralization is measured as the number of jurisdictional levels above

the local community. Ethnic groups are categorized as centralized if they have 3 or more

jurisdictional levels above the local community and not centralized if there are less than 3

levels above the local community. Stratification measures the ”degree of class differentiation,

excluding purely political and religious statuses”. Classification is measured as 0 if there is no

class stratification within the ethnic group and 1 if there is the presence of class stratification

within the ethnic group. Both variables are taken from Murdock’s(1967) ethnographic atlas

which records the social structure of ethnic groups before European colonization. Columns

(1) and (2) of table 8 report estimates using both measures of literacy rates. The relationship

between slave export intensity and literacy rates remain negative and significant.

Another possibility is that the results are driven by districts regarded as townships in the

censuses. These townships are defined as districts that have a relatively large non African
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population and a high population density. To account for this I drop all districts identified in

the censuses as townships. An alternative would be to control for the non African population

and the population density of the districts. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 8 reports estimates

from both specifications with column (3) excluding districts identified as townships and

column (4) including the size of the non-African population and the population density

of the districts as control variables. In both cases the relationship between slave export

intensity and the standard literacy rates are negative and significant. Column (5) and (6)

mirror columns (3) and (4) but use the extended literacy rates. The results are also negative

and significant and even of larger magnitude compared to the original base regressions.

4.2 Post-colonial Literacy Rates

The correlations between slave export intensity and literacy rates for administrative dis-

tricts during the colonial era is clear. However those correlations do not imply that the

relationship between the slave trades and literacy is still present. The relation could be

a colonial era feature only. If this is the case then it could imply that the impact of the

country’s slave history does not matter for current outcomes at the local district level. I

examine this prospect by using more modern measures of literacy rates from administrative

districts in present day Nigeria. The 2010 Nigerian literacy survey reports literacy rates in

English and any other language. These come close to representing the same standard and

extended measure of literacy in the colonial censuses.

I control for various other factors that could influence literacy rates during the post

colonial era. As in the regressions for the colonial era I control for the fraction of the

population employed in agriculture, the fraction of the population that is female and the

influence of Christian missions. Data on the fraction of administrative districts that is

female and the fraction employed in agriculture are taken from the 2006 demographic survey

of Nigeria. I use a dummy variable for the presence of a Christian mission in 1924 as measure

of the impact of these missions. Finally I include the historic distance of ethnic groups from
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the coast, the malaria ecology index of the area occupied by the ethnic group and the historic

population density of the ethnic group as in the regressions for the colonial era.

Table 9 reports the estimates with Column (1) using the standard measure of literacy

rates and Column (2) using the extended literacy rates. The relationship between slave

exports intensity and both measures of literacy rates are negative and significant. These

results suggest that the correlations between literacy rates and slave export history persist

into modern times.

One explanation for the persistent effects of the slave trade on literacy could be that

some ethnic groups got a head start on education. Ethnic groups who had lower slave

export intensity may have invested more in education during the colonial era, as we have

shown. The persistent effect on literacy may be due to that early investment. I control

for literacy rates during the colonial era to account for this possibility. Table 10 reports

results using both standard and extended measures of literacy. The effects of the slave trade

on post-colonial literacy rates is slighter smaller using both measures. It is, however, still

negative and significant. This suggests that the relation between slave export intensity and

post-colonial literacy is not driven by some ethnic groups getting a head start during the

colonial era. The effects of the slave trades must work through some other channel which

continuously to limit groups’ investment in education.

The 2010 Nigerian literacy survey reports literacy rates separately for both males and

females. This provides the opportunity to see if the effects of the slave trades on literacy are

present for both genders or work through gender specific effects. For example it is possible

that the slave trades somehow caused societies to prevent girls from attending schools but

not boys. This may imply that the impact of the slave trade on literacy is specific to females

and not to districts as a whole. To account for this possibility I examine the effects of slave

export intensity on literacy rates for males and females separately. Table 11 reports results

using the same control variables as in table 9. Column (1) and (2) report results using the

standard measure of literacy rates for males and females respectively. Columns (3) and (4)
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report results using the extended measure of literacy rates for males and females respectively.

The results in all cases are negative and significant. This shows that the effects of the slave

trade on literacy are not gender specific.

5 How Did Slave Export Intensity Affect Literacy

Rates

The negative correlation between the intensity of slave exports and literacy rates in the

colonial era is apparent as I have shown. The relationships also appears to persist to this

day. Literacy, a measure of human capital, is a potential channel through which the slave

trades affect GDP per capita as shown by Nunn(2008). Human capital is considered by most

as an input in the production function. This implies that it should be a direct determinant

of GDP per capita. The persistent effect of slave export intensity on literacy in Nigeria and

Ghana also implies a persistent effect on GDP per capita. This effect on contemporary GDP

per capita, through literacy, is present not just in Nigeria and Ghana but across Africa.

It is clear why and how literacy would affect GDP per capita. However it is not so clear

how slave trade intensity affects colonial literacy rates. Since the relationship still holds

in contemporary Nigeria and Ghana, even after controlling for colonial literacy, it must be

the case that the effect of slave export intensity works through permanent effects. These

permanent effects should not have worked through modern state-level institutions as the

results hold within colonial Nigeria and Ghana. In this section I speculate as to the channel

through which slave intensity affected literacy. I argue that the effect of slave intensity may

work through its effect on social capital.

The concept of social capital has been used frequently in a wide range of disciplines.

Broadly speaking, social capital refers to the institutions, relationships, and norms that

shape the quality and quantity of a society’s social interactions. The basic idea behind social

capital is that extra benefits can be accrued by individuals or groups working together for
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the common good. Various studies define social capital as a variant of this idea. For example

Jacobs(1961) defines social capital as ”neighborhood networks”. Putnam(1993 pg.35) defines

social capital as ”features of social organizations, such as networks, norms, and trust, that

facilitate action and cooperation for mutual benefit.” Fukuyuma (1999 pg.7) defines it as

”instantiated informal norms that promote cooperation between two or more individuals.”

Hall and Jones (1999) describe this as institutions and government policies that promote

productive activities and capital accumulation. The theme in all cases is the same. The way

individuals interact with each other in society can affect their overall productivity.

Historical experiences have been shown to influence the level of social capital in society.

Putnam (1993) argues that current differences in incomes between northern parts of Italy

and southern parts are largely due to differences in the extent of civic community, citizen

involvement and governmental efficiency, all alternate measures of social capital. He argues

that these endowments of social capital are largely due to the appearance of distinctive

political regimes dating as far back as 1100. Helliwel and Putnam (1995) go further to show

that the empowerment of regional governments in Italy in the 1970s widened the disparity

in income between northern and southern regions. They argue that the higher levels of

social capital in the north, combined with new found regional semi-autonomy, led to greater

openness, more education and higher output compared to southern regions. In essence they

argue that historical levels of social capital are an important source of current differences in

incomes between northern and southern regions in Italy.

5.1 Schooling in Colonial Nigeria and Ghana

The manner in which different levels of social capital would affect literacy is clear from

the way government and ”bush” schools were established and administered in colonial Nige-

ria and Ghana. Government schools were usually set up mostly at the insistence of local

indigenous authorities sometimes with the support of the colonial administration. There

were a few exceptions such as the government secondary schools at Lagos. These govern-
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ment schools were usually financed by local sources. The level of funding depended on the

attitude of the local population towards schooling. Although the expansion of schooling was

recognized as essential by the colonial authorities, its implementation was left to local offi-

cials with the requirement that all development be financed from local sources (Whitehead

1981). According to Fafunwa(1974, p. 97) ”an arrangement was usually made whereby the

local chiefs or native courts accepted responsibility for erecting and keeping in repair the

school buildings and teacher’s house and for paying an annual subscription.” Harward(1916,

pg.222) adds that the most common method of establishing a school was ”by the whole

town or village clubbing together to erect a building and subscribing to an annual sum”.

The increasing demand for education also led to the rise of thousands of village or ”bush”

schools. Whitehead (1981) writes that this rise in ”local demand for schooling became ap-

parent in the 1930’s when many self help or ”bush” schools appeared”. Local rivalries were

a key factor in setting up schools (Bartels 1949). These bush schools were also established

by villages themselves similar to the government schools. Harward (1916 p.220) writes that

a considerable number of natives had been employed as teachers in the small bush schools.

Teachers would also move round from one center to another after giving classes of a few

months duration at a time in different points (Mumford and Parker, 1937). In the context

of this paper the emphasis on local administrative officials, chiefs and native authority in

governing and encouraging education within their districts as well as the absence of any

real country wide education effort should result in variation in literacy rates across districts

controlled by different ethnic groups.

The model of education remained about the same after the colonial era. The interac-

tions between the new independent government and traditional chiefs and native authority

was inherited from the colonial era with customary law still in place. As in the colonial

era, customary law was retained with customary courts based on traditions and culture of

different ethnic groups holding sway unless they come into contradiction with higher federal

courts. Local governments were still charged with the responsibility for managing educa-
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tion in their districts. This again implies that institutional variation across administrative

districts governed by different ethnic groups would also persist after independence.

5.2 Schooling and Social Capital

Higher levels of social capital should have facilitated the construction of schools and the

financing of other investments in education infrastructure in colonial Nigeria and the Gold

Coast. These investments were usually determined or encouraged by local native authorities

during the colonial era. A village clubbing together to erect a building for example. Villages

with higher levels of social capital may have pushed harder to build schools, may have

provided more funding for education infrastructure or may have been more willing to work

together to make these investments. On the other hand, villages with a lack of social capital

may have found it more difficult to work together to make these investments. To illustrate

this possibility it may be useful to compare similar provinces from the 1931 census. The

1931 census of Southern Nigeria provides information on the number of schools in each

province. The Calabar and Owerri provinces both have similar characteristics in terms of

their dependence on agriculture, their adoption of Christianity and their proximity to the

coast. The Calabar province is dominated by the Ibibio ethnic group which has a slave export

intensity value of 0.063. The Owerri province is dominated by the Ibo ethnic group which

has a slave export intensity value of almost double the Ibibio tribe at 0.119. Comparing the

number of schools per 100000 people in 1931, the Calabar province has a lot more schools

per 100000 people, 67.7, than Owerri province, 47.1. This supports the hypothesis that areas

with higher slave export intensity, and as a result, lower levels of social capita, invest less in

the building of schools or other education infrastructure.

5.3 The Slave Trades and Trust

The broad definition of social capital allows it to be measured in many different way.

One of such ways to measure social capital is the level of trust. Trust is central to the idea
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of social capital. Putnam (1993) writes that ”Since trust is so central to the theory of social

capital, it would be desirable to have strong behavioral indicators of trends in social trust

or misanthropy.” Arrow (1972), Fukuyama (1995), Zak and Knack (2001), Francois (2003),

and Uslaner (2004) all use trust as a measure of social capital. Communities who exhibit

a higher level of trust amongst individuals are more willing to work with each other for

the common good. This should lead to communities being better off in some way. Many

studies find positive effects of higher trust on various measures of development. Knack

and Keefer (1997), for example, show that a higher country-level trust is associated with

higher economic growth. La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) find that a

standard deviation increase in trust increases judicial efficiency by 0.7 of a standard deviation

and reduces government corruption by 0.3 of a standard deviation. Zak and Knack (2001)

also show that higher country-level trust increases investment and growth. All these studies

support the notion of social capital, as measured by trust, being good for communities. Social

capital has also been shown to be important for the accumulation of human capital. Coleman

(1988) shows that a lack of social capital available to high school sophomores increases the

drop out rates. He shows that social capital, both within the family and the community,

has a direct effect on the creation of human capital. Knack and Keefer (1997) and Nahapiet

and Ghoshal(1998) also find that higher levels of social capital are associated with better

educated populations and the creation of intellectual capital respectively. In the context of

this paper, a higher level of social capital should be associated with higher literacy rates.

In this paper I argue that slave trades affected the level of social capital for different

ethnic groups. One of the characteristics of the slave trades was the reasonably high level

of insecurity and uncertainty. This high level of instability and insecurity may have had

destructive effects on local communities. The destructive consequences would have influenced

the level of social capital at the local level. Hawthorne writes that the Atlantic slave trade

was insidious because its effects penetrated deep into the social fabric of the Upper Guinea

Coast beyond the level of the state and to the level of the village and household. Patterson
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(1982) described the production of slaves as social death. It is likely that communities with

higher exposure to the slave trades would have lower levels of social capital. Indeed there

is some empirical evidence of the effect of the slave trades on social capital. Nunn and

Wantchekon(2011) show that the slave trades had a long lasting effect on levels of mistrust

across Africa. They examine the impact of the slave trades on different measures of trust

and show that current levels of trust can be traced back to the trans Atlantic and Indian

ocean slave trades. They find that individuals whose ancestors were raided more during the

slave trades are less trusting today. Social capital could be the channel through which the

slave trades affects literacy in Nigeria and Ghana.

Alternatively, Nunn and Wantchekon(2011) show that ethnic groups with higher slave

export intensity exhibit lower levels of trust in others. Education was partially promoted

by religious institutions which were mostly thought of as foreign. Lower trust in these

foreign missionaries and their teachings might have led to lower participation in religious

based schools leading to lower literacy rates. Fafunwa(1974) writes that parents in some

communities would refuse to send their children to schools which they saw as a threat to

their way of life. Perhaps a lack trust in foreigners and a resistance to foreign ideas is one

channel through which the slave trades affects literacy rates. Schools may have been available

but with enrollment lower in some areas less accepting of foreign ideas. The 1931 census

of Southern Nigeria provides data on the number of scholars in each province, the number

of people enrolled in schools at the time. Combining this with the number of schools gives

a basic measure of school enrollment. Comparing the Calabar and Owerri provinces again

shows that the Calabar province, with relatively lower slave export intensity, had about

78 scholars per school while the Owerri province had about 55 scholars per school. This

supports the hypothesis that the lower enrollment or poorer attitudes to education may be

one of the channels through which the slave trades affects literacy rates.

Social capital as a channel of causality between the slave trades and literacy is plausible.

The destruction of social capital from being highly exposed to the slave trades may have
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influenced communities in ways that inhibited their ability to create human capital.

6 Conclusions

I have argued that slave export intensity is negatively correlated with literacy rates within

Nigeria and Ghana. I make use of data from the colonial censuses of the Gold Coast and

Nigeria from the 1950’s and find a negative and significant relationship between slave exports

and literacy rates during the colonial era. I also use data from the 2010 Nigeria literacy

survey and find that this relationship persists to recent times. Although I do not claim to

fully understand the mechanism I argue that some of the effects of the slave trade affect

factors through effects on individuals, families or the local community, particularly through

the effect on social capital . This is distinctively different from previous research which

identify inter-ethnic group conflict or the quality of formal state institutions as channels

through which slave exports may have influenced current development. This result is also

robust to alternative definitions of literacy which take into account Islamic education and

alternative measures of slave export intensity. The result also still remains after controlling

for ethnic groups’ levels of precolonial political development.

This paper complements research by Nunn(2008) on the long term effects of Africa’s slave

trade and suggests a channel through which this history of slave exports matter for current

development. This paper also provides a possible source of regional variation in development

across ethnic groups as shown by Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) and across African

countries as shown by Easterly and Levine (1997). What I add to the current literature is

that the effects of the slave trade may not only work through inter-ethnic conflict or bad

national institutions but also through institutional differences across smaller communities

and ethnic groups.

This paper opens up the opportunity for further research exploring the long term effects

of the slave trades on other locally-provided public goods. An examination of the provision
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of public goods in French colonies may also provide more interesting findings.
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Table 1: Relationship between Slave Exports, Literacy Rates and GDP per Capita Across
Countries

(1) (2) (3)

ln(exports/area) -0.118*** -0.102*** -0.057

(0.025) (0.031) (0.038)

ln(literacy rate) 1.077*

(0.561)

No. of Obs 52 35 35

R2 0.31 0.25 0.33
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Table 2: Summary Statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Unit

Standard Literacy Rates 84 6.09 6.20 0.11 34.97 D

Extended Literacy Rates 84 10.19 7.76 0.22 42.57 D

Slave Exports per 1000 38 67.43 163.13 0 665.966 E

Historic Population Density 26 25.50 27.05 2.61 91.57 E

Land Area 38 19655.36 23946.1 2755.92 134902.4 E

Fraction Female 84 0.50 0.05 0.30 0.55 D

Fraction Employed in Agric 84 0.39 0.16 0.00 0.78 D

Missions Dummy 84 0.54 0.50 0 1 D

Missions Dummy (2010) 363 0.18 0.38 0 1 MD

Distance to the Coast 38 0.24 0.22 0.02 0.93 E

Malaria Ecology Index 38 20.40 8.08 0 28.23 E

Jurisdictional Hierarchy 29 0.48 0.51 0 1 E

Class Stratification 24 0.58 0.50 0 1 E

Standard Literacy Rate 2010 380 55.65 24.21 4 97.4 MD

Extended Literacy Rate 2010 380 70.97 16.10 9.3 99.3 MD

Standard Literacy Rate 2010 (M) 380 62.87 23.60 5.2 98.4 MD

Extended Literacy Rate 2010 (M) 380 78.58 13.46 13.9 99.5 MD

Standard Literacy Rate 2010 (F) 380 48.40 25.37 0.8 96.3 MD

Extended Literacy Rate 2010 (F) 380 63.43 19.48 4.5 99.3 MD

Fraction Employed in Agric 380 27.79 16.08 10.04 81.14 MD

Fraction of Female 380 0.49 0.01 0.47 0.51 MD

1 Notes. Unit refers to the unit of observation. E = Ethnic group. D = Administrative
district. MD = District in 2010.
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Table 3: Relationship between Slave Export and Literacy Rates during the Colonial Era
Standard Literacy Rates Extended Literacy Rates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

slave exports / pop -5.35*** -6.74*** -7.47*** -6.86** -8.34*** -8.65***
(1.92) (1.02) (1.11) (2.59) (1.48) (1.58)

fraction of females
-72.94*** -83.91*** -97.46*** -105.09***
(16.25) (16.92) (17.93) (19.16)

fraction employed -16.79*** -13.30*** -17.52*** -14.70**
in agriculture (4.95) (4.50) (6.15) (6.03)

Christian missions dummy
4.02*** 2.52* 4.69*** 3.59**
(1.17) (1.27) (1.38) (1.44)

distance to the coast
-5.59** -3.10
(2.51) (3.46)

malaria ecology
-0.12 -0.11
(0.10) (0.12)

historic density
0.03** 0.03
(0.01) (0.02)

no. of obs 69 69 69 69 69 69
no. of ethnic groups 26 26 26 26 26 26

R2 0.03 0.67 0.73 0.03 0.65 0.67

1 Notes. Standard Errors are clustered by ethnic group and are reported in brackets. ***, **
and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels.

Table 4: Relationship between Slave Export and Extended Literacy Rates during the Colo-
nial Era Using alternative measures of missionary influence

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Slave Exports / Population -6.86*** -7.79*** -6.17*** -6.51***

(1.40) (1.62) (1.39) (1.53)

Number of Christian Missions in District
0.53 0.80*

(0.34) (0.43)

Fraction of Christians in Province in 1931
10.46** 19.32**

(4.19) (5.17)

No. of Obs 69 69 69 69

No. of Ethnic Groups 26 26 26 29

R2 0.71 0.66 0.73 0.69
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Table 5: Relationship between Slave Export and Literacy Rates during the Colonial Era
Excluding Northern Districts

(1) (2)

Slave Exports / Population -6.94*** -8.28***

(1.09) (1.27)

No. of Obs 50 50

No. of Ethnic Groups 16 16

R2 0.57 0.54

Table 6: Relationship between Slave Export and Standard Literacy Rates during the Colonial
Era Using alternative specifications of slave exports

ln(1+exports ln(1+exports exports exports

/pop) /area) /area /1000

Standard Literacy Rate -10.61*** -1.97*** -0.24*** -0.01***

(1.94) (0.66) (0.03) (0.00)

Full Set of Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Historic Population No No No Yes

Land area of Ethnic Group No No No Yes

No. of Obs 69 69 69 69

No. of Ethnic Groups 26 26 26 26

R2 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.74
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Table 7: Relationship between Slave Export and Extended Literacy Rates during the Colo-
nial Era Using alternative specifications of slave exports

ln(1+exports ln(1+exports exports exports

/pop) /area) /area /1000

Extended Literacy Rate -12.43*** -2.17** -0.26*** -0.01***

(2.32) (0.82) (0.05) (0.00)

District Level Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Historic Population No No No Yes

Land area of Ethnic Group No No No Yes

No. of Obs 69 69 69 69

No. of Ethnic Groups 26 26 26 26

R2 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.68

Table 8: Extra Robustness Checks
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Slave Exports / Pop. -11.46*** -13.83*** -9.19*** -11.35*** -10.95*** -13.16***

(1.46) (2.03) (1.92) (1.89) (2.19) (2.80)

Precolonial 0.08 -1.43

Centralization (0.83) (1.31)

Class 2.18 5.04**

Stratification (1.72) (2.20)

Excluding Townships No No Yes No Yes No

Non Africans 5.13** 4.99

per 1000 people (2.48) (3.26)

Population Density 0.00** 0.00

1952 (0.00) (0.00)

No. of Obs 56 56 66 68 66 68

No. of Groups 18 18 25 26 25 26

R2 0.67 0.61 0.66 0.78 0.51 0.71

1 Notes. Standard Errors are clustered by ethnic group and are reported in brackets. ***, **
and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels. Land Area for Kano township
not reported in 1952 census.
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Table 9: Relationship between Slave Export and Literacy Rates during the Post Colonial
Era

Literacy Rates 1 Literacy Rates 2

(1) (2)

ln(1+exports/population) -16.96** -25.36***

(7.89) (6.30)

Fraction Female -40.03 0.65

(47.82) (54.38)

Fraction Employed in Agriculture 0.16 -0.19

(0.10) (0.12)

Christian missions dummy 0.70 0.72

(2.08) (2.03)

Historic distance to the coast -0.07*** -0.02***

(0.01) (0.00)

Malaria Ecology Index 0.17 0.04

(0.27) (0.21)

Historic Population Density 0.07 -0.02

(1952) (0.06) (0.05)

No. of Obs 380 380

No. of Ethnic Grps 36 36

R2 0.66 0.16
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Table 10: Relationship between Slave Export and Post Colonial Literacy Rates Controlling
for Colonial Literacy

Literacy Rates 1 Literacy Rates 2

ln(1+exports/population) -13.97* -23.56***

(7.76) (6.31)

Colonial Literacy Rate 1 / 2 1.15*** 0.30

(0.30) (0.22)

District Controls Yes Yes

Geographic Controls Yes Yes

No. of Obs 380 380

No. of Ethnic Grps 36 36

R2 0.67 0.16

Table 11: Relationship between Slave Export and Literacy Rates disaggregated by sex

Literacy Rates 1 Literacy Rates 2

(Male) (Female) (Male) (Female)

(1) (2) (1) (2)

ln(1+exports/population) -19.30** -14.75* -24.14*** -25.973***

(7.55) (8.32) (5.55) (7.51)

District Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Geographic Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

No. of Obs 380 380 380 380

No. of Ethnic Grps 36 36 36 36

R2 0.63 0.66 0.12 0.18
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Figure 1: Relationship between Adult Literacy Rates, 2009, and Slave Export Intensity

Relationship between Adult Literacy Rates, 2009, and Slave Exports

Figure 2: Historical Ethnic Boundaries

Historical Ethnic Boundaries and Modern Political Boundaries of Nigeria and Ghana
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Figure 3: Administrative Districts during the Colonial Era

Administrative Districts in the Gold Coast, 1948, and Nigeria, 1952

Figure 4: Administrative Boundaries 1952 and Historic Ethnic Boundaries

Colonial Administrative Boundaries and Historic Ethnic Boundaries
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Figure 5: Historical Ethnic Boundaries

Slave Exports from Nigeria and Ghana

Figure 6: Administrative Boundaries 1952 and Historic Ethnic Boundaries

Literacy Rates in Nigeria and the Gold Coast in 1952
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Figure 7: Administrative Boundaries in Nigeria 2010 and Historic Ethnic Boundaries

Administrative Boundaries 2010 and Historic Ethnic Boundaries
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Figure 8: Administrative Boundaries in Nigeria 2010

Literacy Rates in Nigeria in 2010
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Figure 9: Relationship between Standard Literacy Rates of Administrative Districts and
Slave Export Intensity

Relationship between Standard Literacy Rates of Administrative Districts and Slave Export Intensity
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A Appendix

A.1 Data and Sources

A.1.1 Dependent Variables

Standard Literacy Rates: The number of people with a British Standard VI level of

education or higher in an administrative district divided by the total population of the

district. Source: Gold Coast Census, 1948, Census of Western Nigeria, 1952, Census of

Northern Nigeria, 1952, Census of Eastern Nigeria, 1953.

Extended Literacy Rates: The number of people with a British Standard III level of

education or higher plus the numeber of people literate in arabic in an administrative district

divided by the total population of the district. Source: Gold Coast Census, 1948, Census of

Western Nigeria, 1952, Census of Northern Nigeria, 1952, Census of Eastern Nigeria, 1953

Standard Literacy Rate 2010: Literacy rates, in english, of modern administrative

districts in 2010 Source: National Literacy Survey 2010 Nigeria

Extended Literacy Rate 2010: Literacy rates, in any language, of modern administrative

districts in 2010 Source: National Literacy Survey 2010. Nigeria.

A.1.2 Main independent variables

Exports/pop: Total number of slave exports for each ethnic group divided by the

historical population of the ethnic group. Source: Slave Exports from Nunn and

Wantchekon(forthcoming). Historical population of ethnic group from the Gold Coast Cen-

sus, 1921, the census of Northern Nigeria, 1921, the census of Southern Nigeria, 1921 6.

Exports/area: Total number of slave exports for each ethnic group divided by the area

of land historically occupied by the ethnic group. Source: Slave Exports from Nunn and

Wantchekon(forthcoming). Area of land historically occupied by ethnic group from Mur-

dock’s (1967) ethnographic atlas.

6Exact sources for each ethnic group is given in section A.3 of this appendix
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Fraction of females: The number of females in an administrative district divided by

the total population of the district. Source: Gold Coast Census, 1948, Census of Western

Nigeria, 1952, Census of Northern Nigeria, 1952, Census of Eastern Nigeria, 1953.

Fraction employed in agriculture: The number of people employed in agriculture in an

administrative district divided by the total population of the district. Source: Gold Coast

Census, 1948, Census of Western Nigeria, 1952, Census of Northern Nigeria, 1952, Census

of Eastern Nigeria, 1953.

Fraction Christian: The number of people with people reported as christian in a province

divided by the total population of the province. Source: Gold Coast Census, 1948, Census of

Western Nigeria, 1952, Census of Northern Nigeria, 1952, Census of Eastern Nigeria, 1953.

Distance to the coast: The distance from the center of the area occupied by an ethnic

group to the coast. Source: Murdock (1967) Ethnographic Atlas

Malaria ecology:The malaria ecology of the area occupied by the ethnic group measured

by the Malaria Stability Index. Source: Sachs(2006), Nunn and Wantchekon(forthcoming)

Historic Population density: The earliest reported population of an ethnic group divided

by the area of land occupied by the ethnic group. Source: Gold Coast Census, 1921, Census

of Northern Nigeria, 1921, Census of Southern Nigeria, 1921.

Precolonial centralization: The number of jurisdictional levels of ethnic group above

the local community. Categorized as centralized if group has 3 or more jurisdictional levels

above the local community and not centralized if there are less than 3 levels above the local

community. Source: Murdock (1967) Ethnographic Atlas.

Class stratification: Stratification measures the ”degree of class differentiation, excluding

purely political and religious statuses”. Classification is measured as 0 if there is no class

stratification within the ethnic group and 1 if there is the presence of class stratification

within the ethnic group. Source: Murdock (1967) Ethnographic Atlas.
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A.2 Ethnic groups and administrative districts

Ethnic group: Administrative district.

Adangme: Volta River

Akyem: Akwapim New Juaben, Birim

Anyang: Mamfe

Anyi: Sefwi

Ashanti: Kumasi, Bekwai, Mampong

Birom: Jos Township

Brong: Wenchi/Sunyani

Bunu: Koton Karfi

Dagomba: Dagomba

Edo: Benin, Ishan

Egba: Egbado, Egba, Ijebu Remo

Ekiti: Ondo, Owo, Ekiti, Okitipupa

Ekoi: Ikom

Ewe: Keta / Ada, Ho

Gbari: Abuja

Guang: Gonja

Gun: Badagry

Hausa: Zaria township, Kano Northern, Sokoto, Kano township, Katsina, Kaduna township

Ibibio: Uyo, Eket, Opobo

Ibo: Asaba, Nsukka, Enyong, Abakaliki, Aboh, Awgu, Okigwi, Onitsha, Awka, Owerri,

Bende, Afikpo, Udi, Ikot Ekpene, Aba, Orlu, Ahaoda

Idoma: Idoma

Ife: Ilesha, Ife

Igala: Igala
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Igbira: Kabba, Igbirra

Ijaw: Port-Harcourt, Western Ijaw, Brass, Ogoni, Degema

Ijebu: Epe, Ijebu

Isoko: Urhobo

Itsekiri: Warri

Kpe: Victoria

Krachi: Krachi

Kukuruku: Kukuruku

Kundu: Kumba

Ngizim: Bedde

Nupe: Lafiagi-Pategi, Bida

Sokoto: Gwandu, Argungu

Tiv: Tiv

Widekum: Bamenda

Yoruba: Ikeja, Oshun, Ilorin, Oyo, Ibadan

A.3 Source of Historic population of ethnic groups

Source: Ethnic group

1921 Census of the Gold Coast, Northern Nigeria, Southern Nigeria: Hausa,

Nupe, Igala, Tiv, Ngizim, Gbari, Birom, Igbira, Edo, Ibo, Ijaw, Yoruba, Ekoi, Ibibio, Idoma,

Kanuri

1931 Census of the Gold Coast, Northern Nigeria, Southern Nigeria: Ijaw, Adan-

gme, Ashanti, Brong, Dagomba, Ewe

1931 Census of the Gold Coast, Northern Nigeria, Southern Nigeria: Itsekiri,

Isoko, Kpe
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